Orange Cliff Records Aug 20, 2015. Laso Schaller, a Brazilian-born, Swiss-raised daredevil, has set a new cliff-jumping world record after leaping from the 193-foot Cascata del Salto. This crazy guy set a new cliff-jump world record - Red Bull The Blue Cliff Record (Paperback) - Amazon.com Cedar Cliff Football Record Book MaxPreps Aug 25, 2015. Laso Schaller has balls of steel. The Brazilian-Swiss canyoneer and extreme athlete set a world record last week after leaping 192 feet (58.8 m) New Cliff-Jump World Record Outside Television Aug 19, 2015. It looks like he had his feet a few inches apart at the moment of impact and for anyone who has ever cliff jumped into water, you'll know that a cliff jumping world record - POV - GIF on Imgur Daredevil Sets New World Record With 193-Foot Cliff Jump Record book for the Cedar Cliff Colts' varsity football program. Single-game records, single-season records, coaches, lasting streaks, and notable alums. Aug 19, 2015. Laso Schaller sets new cliff-jumping world record in Maggia, Switzerland. Watch This Crazy Devil Set a Cliff-Jumping World Record Maxim Aug 20, 2015. A cliff-diving daredevil in Switzerland set a new world record with a 193-foot leap from the top of the Cascata del Salto waterfall. Cliff jumper nails double backflip from 106 feet; claims world record. Aug 21, 2015. A new cliff-jumping world record has been set by Laso Schaller, a Brazilian-born adrenaline junkie who has made history by free-falling 58.8m Orange Cliff Records - Facebook The Blue Cliff Record is a classic text of Zen Buddhism, designed to assist in the activation of dormant human potential. The core of this extraordinary work is a Aug 22, 2015. Laso Schaller jumped off of a 192.9 foot cliff into a 26-foot deep pool below and survived, but he won't get the Guinness world record. Amazon.com: Secrets of the Blue Cliff Record: Zen Comments by The Blue Cliff Record (Chinese: ????? Bích nham l?c; Japanese: Hekiganroku (??); Korean: Byeokamrok, ??????); Vietnamese: Bích nham l?c (???) Aug 20, 2015. 58.8 meters (193 ft). That's the height 27-year-old Laso Schaller leaped from to set a new world record in cliff jumping. The daring feat was new world record! highest cliff jumping 58.8 meters / 200 - YouTube Cliff Diving, Freediving, People, Scuba Diving, Water 2009 7 April by. We had previously said that Dana Kunze held the world high diving record at 172 ft However, the world record is held by Oliver Favre who dived 177 ft (53.94 m) into Cliff diver sets record with 193-foot jump in Switzerland - UPi.com Cliff jumping world record - POV - atmospheric. 3 months ago. JUMP STATS Height- 58.8m or 192.9 ft Top Speed- 123km/h or 76 mph Pool Depth- 8m or 26 ft? Extreme cliff jumper sets new world record with 193-foot drop Aug 20, 2015. For Laso Schaller, perhaps it was the desire to be known as the world record holder for highest cliff jump. If that's the case, consider him a huge Blue Cliff Record - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Aug 18, 2015. This crazy guy set a new cliff-jump world record. Laso Schaller, canyoneer and high-diver, sets a new world record of 58.8m in Maggia, Switzerland. Laso's world record jump—filmed in partnership with SRF Swiss Television—became one of the most widely-circulated news stories Laso Schaller Sets World Record for Cliff Jumping—at 58.8 Meters Aug 20, 2015. Laso Schaller set a world record for the highest cliff jump in Maggia, Switzerland and filmed it for Red Bull. Warning: this is terrifying. Laso Schaller’s Word-Record Jump Was Not a World-Record Dive Aug 20, 2015Laso Schaller sets a world record of 58.8 meters in Maggia, Switzerland. Swiss cliff diver jumps nearly 200 feet, but won't get world record. ?Aug 21, 2015. Famed jumper Laso Schaller made headlines for setting the new cliff-jump world record when video of him plunging nearly 200 feet into a pool Aug 19, 2015. Laso Schaller is a cliff jumper who set a new world record when he leaped from a 58.8 meter (192.9 foot) high waterfall in Switzerland. Cliff jumping world record - POV - 9GAG Aug 19, 2015 - 2 min - Uploaded by Insane VideosLaso Schaller, 27 years old, became one of the most widely-circulated news stories Laso Schaller Sets World Record for Cliff Jumping—at 58.8 Meters Aug 20, 2015. Laso Schaller set a world record for the highest cliff jump in Maggia, Switzerland and filmed it for Red Bull. Warning: this is terrifying. Laso Schaller's World-Record Jump Was Not a World-Record Dive Aug 20, 2015Laso Schaller sets a world record of 58.8 meters in Maggia, Switzerland. Swiss cliff diver jumps nearly 200 feet, but won't get world record. ? Aug 21, 2015. Famed jumper Laso Schaller made headlines for setting a new cliff-jump world record when video of him plunging nearly 200 feet into a pool Aug 19, 2015. Laso Schaller is a cliff jumper who set a new world record when he leaped from a 58.8 meter (192.9 foot) high waterfall in Switzerland. Cliff jumping world record - POV - 9GAG Aug 18, 2015 - 2 min - Uploaded by Insane VideosLaso Schaller, 27 years old, managed to set a new world record! With a cliff jumping at 58.8. Wild cliff-jump sets world record - ESPN Video - ESPN.com Aug 24, 2015. Each story noted that Schaller had set a “world-record cliff jump.” While that is technically true, a coterie of lunatic fringers would remind you that Seriously extreme diving – the High Diving record, Dana Kunze, and Laso Schaller, canyoneer and high-diver, sets a new world record of 193 feet (58.8 meters) in Maggia, Switzerland, higher than anyone has ever jumped before Watch a Man Who Does Not Fear Death Break The World Record. Oct 8, 2015. Chase Reinford was admittedly nervous before attempting a double backflip from atop a 106-foot cliff, because he'd be striking the water at Cliff Jumper Sets World Record with 193-Foot Jump off Switzerland. Cliff jumping world record - POV - 9GAG has the best funny pics, GIFs, videos, memes, cute, wtf, geeky, cosplay photos on the web. We are your best source of Watch an insane cliff jumper set world record with 193-foot leap For. Daredevil cliff-jumper breaks world record (VIDEO) — RT News Aug 19, 2015. At Switzerland’s Cascata del Salto, Laso Schaller jumped off a platform and into the record book with his brave stunt. According to Red Bull Cliff jumping world record - POV - GIFs - Reddit World Record Cliff Jump Red Bull TV Orange Cliff Records, Bandung, Indonesia. 844 likes · 30 talking about this. Small artists collective and record label. Watch: New Cliff Jumping World Record! (192.9 Feet) Unofficial Orange Cliff Records Small record label. Contact: orangecliffrerecords@gmail.com The Golden God by KAITZR, released 02 October 2015 I am the Golden God I Watch: Swiss Cliff Jumper Laso Schaller’s Epic Plunge NBC Bay Area Canyoneer and high-diver Laso Schaller set a new high-dive world record of 192.9 feet (59 meters) in Maggia, Switzerland. Take a look at the man's cliff jump.